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Realize your potential in 
spring roll processing
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Our innovative solution in spring roll processing gives you tailor-made business 
benefits. Costs and quality. Two paramount words in spring roll processing.  
The taste of a freshly hand-rolled spring roll and a low total-cost-of-ownership 
is a winning combination.

With more than 20 years of unique experience, we offer you a customized 
solution, specified for your preferences. In addition to this unique processing 
solution, you will experience a number of business benefits. 
 

Single lane Double lane Triple lane Four lane Large drum

Pcs./min 60 120 180 240 240

Length (L) 140 140 85 60 110

Baking drum (Ø) 1200 x 425 1200 x 655 1200 x 655 1200 x 655 1800 x 750

Capacity & Dimensions mm

Spring roll processing

Here you see the product belt from below, where the pneumatic nozzles are placed. 
Furthermore, you see a range of production advantages. In addition to being 
extremely reliable, the pneumatic folding process ensures easy cleaning with no risk of 
contamination. Don’t you like a reduction in costs and increasing food safety?

The benefits of pneumatic control 

Build your business on  
proven technology

Reduce your total costs and increase  
your product quality:
•	 Time reduction regarding transition and reaction  
time	on	specific	wants,	e.g.	change	in	recipe	and	sizes

•	 Free space in production area as the machine is compact 
and require less space than competing solutions

•	 Reduction in waste and greater product homogeneity due to 
optimization	of	raw	material,	precise	depositing	of	filling	and	
uniform pancake thickness

•	 Increased food safety due to no human cross-contamination
•	 Increased	efficiency	as	it	is	easy	to	operate
•	 Productivity due to easy access for cleaning purposes,  

a minimum of maintenance, and labor savings
 
 
 
 
 

State of the art spring roll processing
Step 1: From batter to pancake
A perfect spring roll requires a crisp pancake.  
The key to this is precision in temperature and baking time. 
Something we deliver. Size and shape of the pancake is vital, 
too. Therefore, our solution distribute batter by a purpose-
made application roller, which is adaptable to your required 
size and shape of the pancake.  

Step 2: Filling with precision
Demands	are	changing,	and	you	must	meet	different	needs.	
Therefore, our spring roll solution is delivered with a dosing 
unit,	capable	of	handling	a	wide	range	of	fillings.	From	various	
vegetables to meat. Naturally, with our precision for weight 
and	shape	so	all	fillings	are	dosed	and	placed	correctly	on	the	
pancake.  

Step 3: The front is folded
Now, the front part of the pancake is folded. This is done by 
means of pneumatic devices and photo cells, which ensures 
you great precision. 

Step 4: The sides are folded
Both	sides	of	the	pancake	are	now	folded	over	the	filling	by	
means of compressed air.  

Step 5: Ready to go
Finally, your tailor-made spring roll is ready to be pre-fried/ 
frozen and sold. Because of the possibilities for customization, 
the weight of the spring roll varies between 15 g and 200 g. 
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Pioneering food processing since 1969  
Cabinplant is a leading global provider of  tailor-made  

processing solutions for the food industry. Our main focus 
areas	are	within	fish,	shellfish,	vegetables,	fruit,	berries,	

meat and poultry and convenience foods. Additionally, we 
provide multihead weighing and packing solutions for a 

wide range of industries.

 In close cooperation with our customers, we develop,  
manufacture and market innovative process and  
packaging machines with built-in knowhow that  
optimize yield, throughput and product quality. 

We are a privately owned company with headquarters in 
Haarby, Denmark, and we employ more than 230 people 

and have subsidiaries in Germany, Spain, Poland and USA 
as well as a sales network of agents in more than  

30 countries worldwide.

Cabinplant A/S
Roesbjergvej 9
DK-5683 Haarby
Denmark

Tel. : +45 6373 2020
Fax: +45 63732000
E-mail: cpi@cabinplant.com
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